MENTORING AT SAME

LD COI would oversee the overall Society mentoring strategy, inventory mentoring best practices/resources for the Society; and manage LDP mentor matches.

AOF would oversee their specific mentoring substrategy and mentoring tactics.

Camps COI would oversee mentoring at SAME camps.

College Outreach COI would oversee recruitment and management of student chapter mentors.

LDP Participant Mentors

Camp Mentoring (Link to Camps mentoring page)

Student Chapter Post Mentors (link to Student Chapter webpage)

Post Mentoring Programs

Matrix of Mentoring Opportunities Across the Society

About Mentoring

Agency Mentoring

Mentoring at Sustaining Member firms

AOF Mentoring Activities/Strategy
- Camps
- LDP
- YM
- Other efforts?

Promote private sector mentoring best practices.

Posts sponsor and support their own mentoring programs.